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Newsprint costs force
Daily to publish 4 days
By Janet Parker
For the first time in its 40 year
history, the Spartan Daily will be
published only four days a week.
A drastic increase in newsprint costs
is the basic reason for the cutback in
the publication schedule, according to
Clyde Lawrence, Spartan Daily advertising staff adviser.
"The price of newsprint has risen
$100 a ton since last year at this time
and there are no signs of stopping,"
Lawrence said.
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Line: formed despite CAR registration

;AR registration
’Ws lines by 78 %

(

By Robin Budrow
AR, SJSU’s new Computer Assisted
qistration system, has completed
edules for 22,007 students in its fall
nester debut.
he traditional block-long lines and
srs of waiting were cut tremendously
Inly 22 per cent of SJSU’s expected
000 students were registered by the
1k-through method, according to
Anuerson, CAR director.
rnputer registration was initiated
ral years ago at SJSU, but after a
.strating and dismal failure, was
ndoned in favor of the more
diliar, though slower, walk-through
’tern.
’Walk-through registration," among
many other headaches, Anderson
d, "satisfied only 50 per cent of the
.dents’ schedules."
the Unproved CAR system has insed the percentage by 10 per cent,
..oximately 2,800 schedules more
the walk-through system
iuced.
Approximately 17,000 of those
stered by CAR were continuing
lents," Anderson said. "Roughly
were new students at all levels."
impleted CAR forms were sorted
,..ording to the class level. In acd-dance with Academic Council
they, seniors and particular groups of
udents were given priority with CAR.
iniors, and then underclassmen had
eir schedules processed.
CAR scheduling was started last
when each university department
.bacitted its majors’ class requests. At
at time, 72 per cent of the schedules
et.e completed.
The departments then examined the
s Its and reallocated their funds to
: new classes most in demand.
ith the revisions. Anderson says, 77
r cent of the schedules were filled
.th either exact requests or by subtoting the students’ No. 1 option.
Of those students who received a CAR
hedule, 90 per cent returned their

registration fees, thus officiating their
enrollment.
The percentage of returned fees was
about 4,000 more than had been expected. Anderson says. "Expectations," he said, "had been based on
similiar computer enrollment systems
at Long Beach, Chico, San Francisco
and Sacramento schools.
"The 2,300 class spaces made
available by students who didn’t return
their fees were opened to students who
had received partial CAR schedules,"
Anderson said. Those students had an
opportunity to complete their schedules
last
Friday
by
walk-through
registration.
Anderson estimates that after
Friday, 76 per cent of the classes had at
least one opening for students not
participating in CAR who would
register Tuesday and Wednesday.
CAR did not, Anderson says, increase
the students’ costs. "The cost of CAR
was pretty much one-to-one with the
cost of walk-through registration."
New forms, he explained, cost the same
as the forms required by the former
method.
Because most departments have
already spent trheir funds, Anderson
predicts very few new class sections
will be opened dispite long waiting lists.
Although many hours of frustration
were cut for the student, the workload
for staff and administration was inMuch of CAB’s
creased, he says.
success. Anderson says, should be
attributed to the faculty who spent
more hours than usual trying to
determine student’ needs and revising
their schedules to fit those needs.
With first-time experience behind
CAR. Anderson and those involved with
running the computer system hope to
register all but 500 to 1,000 by computer
in the spring semester.
Hand
manipulation of data, Anderson says,
will be lessened and "small but unique"
problems should be ironed out.

Newsprint, $245 per ton at last
notification, might be more expensive
now than when the final budget
requests were made during the summer, Lawrence said.
The Daily advertising staff has
tentatively set a schedule which
eliminates Monday newspapers.
Papers will be published Tuesday and
Thursday next week. The four-days
per week schedule will begin Tuesday,
Sept. 17.
A.S. provides funds for the Daily on a
-subscription" basis-approximately $1
per student per year.
Lawrence
said the
reduced
publication is necessary even though
the AS. final budget subscription for
the Daily is $8,000 more than last year.
This year, Lawrence initially
requested $25,000. The A.S budget,
sighed yesterday by SJSU President
John H. Bunzel, includes $23,000 for the
Daily.
Last year, Lawrence requested
$30,000 for a five-day a week publication
and received $15,000.
Total cost for a four day per week
budget would be $100,700 and for five
days, $120,850. Lawrence said. He
expects $74,000 to be made from advertising, $300 from mail subscriptions.
Even with the four-day schedule, the
Daily will still suffer a $3,400 deficit.
Lawrence said.
The adviser also said there is no way
to assure the cost of newsprint will not
increase during the 1974-75 year.
"The price they charge may continue

SJSU services
face cutback
SJSU students paid $68 in material
service fees this semester. $9 more than
last, but the university still faces
cutbacks in services.
The board of trustees planned to raise
the fee from last semester’s $59 to $72.
However, the state legislature set the
fee at $68 for the 19 state universities.
This fee reduction resulted in a $2
million cut in funds system wide from
the projected trustee budget. SJSU lost
over $180,000.
The legislature voted to replace the
lost revenue with state funds, but Gov.
Ronald Reagan vetoed the additional
state money.
According to Dr. Chester Winton,
SJSU assistant academic vice
president, the cut will be felt in three
student
main areasinstruction,
services, and on -campus communication.
SJSU students are now paying the
highest fees in SJSU history but getting
less materials and services than ever.

logo up. We can’t expect the printer to
make-up the cost," Lawrence said.
The $3,400 deficit is a problem now
being tackled by the Journalism
Department and the A.S.
’’It could mean we will have to try for
increased advertising or it could mean
the Daily will cease publication early in
the spring," Lawrence said.
Funds could come from alternative
sources, Lawrence said. A reserve
fund, which contained $8,100 at the last
audit, might be used.
"If business is good, we may be able
to absorb that $3,400," he said. The
Daily ad staff presently operates
around a 30 to 40 per cent advertising
ratio.
A.S. President John Rico expressed
concern over the reduction.
"I definitely don’t want to see a fourday a week paper," Rico said. "There’s
a need for a five-day publication when
there’s so much going on."
Rico said he didn’t learn of the
reduced schedule until last week. The

news upset him, he said.
"We’ve kicked around some ideas for
alternative funding. The best road to
work with seems to be special
allocations for the year. I think council
would be willing to go that road," Rico
said.
A.S. Council asked Lawrence to
submit a five-day a week budget in
addition to the initial four-day a week
request last spring. That unofficial
request was for $35,000.
Rico said he will discuss the problem
with the student council. The immediate concern is to fill the expected
$3,400 deficit to assure the paper
finishes the year on the four-day a week
schedule.
Dr. Dennis Brown, chairman of the
Journalism Department, said the Daily
reserve fund could be used if the
publication goes in the whole.
"It’s clear it can’t go on this way. The
reserve fund is not going to last
forever," Brown said.
The need to publish less than five

days per week was discussed at the
departmental faculty level, both
Lawrence and Brown said.
Kathy Rebello, Spartan Daily editor,
said she was not officially told of the
publication reduction until this week.
She expressed disappointment the
newspaper will not be the traditional
daily publication and that staff
members will be deprived of the experience derived from a professional
laboratory situation.
John Honjiyo, advertising manager,
said it would be necessary to increase
advertising to at least 55 per cent in
order to make as little as a 20 per cent
profit.
The problem is further complicated
because the ad staff will be dealing with
only one national collegiate media
service this year instead of two. This
will result in a reducation of national
advertising which includes the larger
and more expensive ads, he said.

Bunzel signs budget
By Lee Fuller
their justification.
SJSU President John H. Bunzel
The budget stipulations, included in
signed the 1974-75 A.S. budget the 1973-74 A.S. budget acknowledged
yesterday, ending nearly four months the intent of the A.S. to "eliminate" any
of legal manuevering between the funding of athletic scholarships.
university and the student body.
The problem centered on the timing
Burton R. Brazil, SJSU executive of the proposed elimination. A.S. ofvice president, said yesterday Bunzel ficers said the elimination was to be
had received the interim order issued immediate while the university adlast week by Superior Court Judge ministration wanted a phase-out plan.
James B. Scott.
On May 15 of this year Bunzel asked
The order amended the A.S. budget, the A.S officers for more time to
totalling nearly $450,000, to include up review the budget. After several
to $39,000 for grants-in-aids ( athletic meetings and cancelled meetings
scholarships:.
between last years’ A.S. officers and
Bunzel announced at 4 p.m. yester- the university administration the A.S.
day that he had officially signed the began their court battle.
The A.S. filed for an alternate writ ot
budget. He said he never wanted the
budget issue to go to court.
mandate to force Bunzel to sign the
"But the outgoing student officers Budget issued May 28. A hearing
wanted to go to court rather than regarding a preemptory writ was
negotiate.
Once that decision was scheduled.
made, there was little the university
On June 28 Judge Scott denied the
could do about it," Bunzel said.
A.S. request for a writ of mandate and
According to Brazil, Bunzel signed acknowledged Bunzel’s authority to
the budget as ordered when A.S. compel funds. Scott urged the two
business manager Greg Soulds parties to negotiate, promising to set
delivered a clean copy to the the dollar figure himself if their
president’s office. "The one we have is negotiations failed.
all marked up," Brazil said.
Negotiating teams from the two sides
A.S. President John Rico voiced met through the month of July in an
mixed emotions concerning the judge’s attempt to reach a mutually acceptable
decision. "I think the judge paid little
attention to the history of the law," he
said.
"The administration cooperated
during negotiations for the most part,"
he continued. "However 1 was a little
disappointed with their flucuating rock
bottom figures," an apparent reference
to the changing dollar figures Bunzel
said the athletic department required.
According to Rico the university
"simple didn’t know what the situation
was. They based their figures on what
we had not what they needed," he said.
The battle between the university and
the A.S. began May 1 when the A.S.
Council passed the 1974-75 budget
without allocating any funds for
athletic scholarships. They cited
budget agreements signed by Bunzel
and A.S. officers the year before as

figure.
The A.S. representatives wanted to
discuss a package deal whereby the
A.S. would allocate money for athletic
scholarships in return for some
university concessions.
Ten areas for possible consideration
were presented including an investigation of the Spartan Shops
financial situation, an increase in work
study funds, and the issuance of
parking sticker’s for AS. council.
On July 2 Bunzel indicated the grantsin-aid problem was to be discussed first
and any other issues would have to be
dealt with later.
According to a chronology prepared
by executive assistant Stephanie Dean,
it was at these July meetings that the
university’s grants-in-aid figures
flucuated. Dean and Bunzel proposed a
"rock bottom figure" of $36,300 and a
four year phase-out of all funding.
By July 10, according to Dean,
Bunzel’s "rock bottom figure" had
risen to $41,250. The next day the
university agreed to absorb the athletic
insurance and reduce the "rock bottom
figure" to $39.000.
Judge Scott eventually agreed with
the university’s figure of $39,000 and
issued his interim order.

Economics boycott planned
A boycott of certain economics
asses and a suit by United Professors
California on behalf of two "dehired"
:onomics professors is continuing this
111.

The economics department, as well
several other departments became
e center of controversy last spring
.ien four full-time temporary lecrers were informed they would not be
tamed for fall 1974.
That, combined with SJSU President
dm H. Bunzel’s 80-20 interim policy,
d to a rally and demonstration late in
ie semester and formation of groups
n campus to investigate the possibility
if litigation.
The 80-20 policy stipulates 80 per cent
of the faculty. will be tenured and 20 per
, it will be nontenured.
UPC was denied a temporary
straining order this summer on all
.cisions concerning temporary
:ulty members on this campus. iota Clara Superior Court Judge

Robert Cassin also refused to order the
rehiring of two of the economics
professors, Andrew Parnes and David
Landes.
However, the UPC still is following a
class action suit asking that future
temporary classification be handled as
probationary appointments.
Bud Hutchinson, executive secretary
of the .statewide UPC, said by
reclassifying temporary two-year
employees as probationary, they must
be told under law by March 15 whether
or not they will be retained for the
coming year.
He said since in reality these two
people are probationary under trustees
law, this college’s failure to notify those
persons means those professors were
never really dehired for fall 1974.
The UPC contends professors here,
under President Bunzel, have been
illegally classified as temporary
denying them the right to the early
notification of their dismissal.
John Lorenzo, UPC attorney in San

Francisco, said he is hoping the suit will
go to court as soon as possible although
no date has been set.
Meanwhile, a group of students
calling themselves the Economics
Students Association, us striving for a
boycott of those classes that would have
been instructed by Landes, Parnes,
Gayle Southworth and Robert McBride.
Mark Stanford, an ESA member and
economics major, said economics
students will be picketing and urging
students not to permanently enroll in 17
different economics classes.
Those classes are ones taught by Dr.
Betty Chu, Dr. Geoffrey Nunn, Rodolfo
Gonzalez, and Dr. Thayer Watkins.
The ESA distributed leaflets during
registration explaining their stand they
said the professors were released
despite a majority of the department’s
personnel committee to retain them.
"Since then the deparetment has
been totally disenfranchised," no
longer making its own personnel
decisions, by the administration," the

leaflet said.
Standord said an attempt was made
to notify the four new instructors of the
situation in the department. Letters
were sent to Chu and Gonzalez but there
was no response.
Stanford said there is some indication
there is a chance for partial success
If each new inwith the boycott.
structgor were to lose one class due to
the boyett, it would mean considerable
financial cutback for the department.
Parries. Landes, and Southworth
currently are organizing to instruct
colloquim on campus, possibly through
Experimental College. No date has
been set.
"They definitely will be here and be
active with us," Stanford said.
He said the issue is "far from the
encl.." An ESA meeting is scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. Tuseday, Sept. 17 in the
S.U. Almaden Room.
Our main focus is educational. We
want to reach people with information
about this whole thing," he said.
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The new oceanside view?
The man with the binoculars is busy focusing on the
Capitola oceanside. To discover the beach attractions
that captured his attention, see page 4.
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From Ike editor’s desk

Daily Forum page policies change
I’ iii!,
In the past the forums page has
served as a bulletin board for
anyone in the community with a
gripe This is not the purpose of this
page nor is it the duty of the
Spartan Daily to serve as a mouthpiece for local interest groups.
The forums page is designed to
stimulate the thoughts of its
readership and to provide an outlet
for contrasting views.
This means that all weekly guest
columns will cease. In the future
outside writers will be welcomed
but no one writer will consistently
dominate the page. Space and a
preponderance of one view demand
that the Daily alter its past policy.
To expand the variety of subject
matter on the page, columns by
faculty members will appear on a
regular basis. It is hoped that
students can benefit from the
knowledge or theories these
professors expound without having
to attend their classes. To date it
appears that this is an untapped
resource.
There has been some concern

that the forums page would not run
on a regular basisthis is a
Within
every
misnomer.
publication of the Daily will sit this
page but may I add that it will not
contain "filler" material.
If a day passes without contributions, the Daily staff will
continue to write editorials that
will cover the page along with news
items of importance.
And, all editorials will go unsigned. The opinions expressed
within will reflect the beliefs of a
five-member editorial board that
represent the staff.
The policy concerning signatures
on letters to the editor will also be
altered. Although the editorial staff
maintains that all letters should be
signed to lend credibility to the
letter as well as the paper, this
system can be amended in cases
where extenuating circumstances
warrant.
A three -member board consisting of the editor, managing
editor and forums page editor will
meet each Tuesday at 5 p.m. to

Rebell

hear cases where the party wishes
his or her name withheld.
A hearing on a request will hinge
on one of two factors: either the
publication of the name will prove
damaging to one’s livelihood or it
might place one’s life in jeopardy.
Let it be understood that in no other
cases will the board consider
printing a letter without identification.
The letter must be submitted
prior to the Tuesday meeting. Only
the individual submitting the letter
may appear before the board to
explain his or her case.
All names will be placed on file
for the protection of the readers as
well as guarding ouselves against
libel.
To avoid the possibility of fraud,
it is asked that identification be
given for all signatures. Either the
editor or forums page editor will be
on hand to check names for
authenticity Monday through
Friday from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. No
other staff member can accept a
letter.

I
A new school year can give rise
to many new things and a fresh or
revitalized approach to othersbut
somehow a newspaper seems to
continue unaltered; almost like a
tradition.
college
a
Unfortunately
newspaper can not escape this
stigma any easier than a large
metropolitan paper.
When a new school’ year arrives
students pick up a copy of the
Spartan Daily expecting either a
total revamping that completely
obscures the original character of
the paper or it is assumed "it’s the
same old Daily."
Neither position is sound.
Change inevitable
Each semester brings a change
to the Spartan Dailyit’s
inevitable. A new semester means
a new staff, new subeditors and a
new editor all representing
backgrounds that vary from those
with overflowing resumes to those
who have managed to squeak by
with little or no journalistic experience.
All that remains constant on thP
Daily are two advisers and an
elusive departmental staff that
remains aloof yet calmly accept:
ultimate responsibility.
Yet through all the changeovers
there remains an underlying
baseto get the news, the information out to the readership in
the most professional manner
possible. And as has been witnessed in the past, that is not an
altogether easy job with a college
publication.
The framework of the upcoming
semester will be no different. But
what will be different are the
people who put out the Daily. It is a
staff
with
multifaceted
multivarious ideas.
Make-up policy
There will be a progression of
changes in the paper’s make-up
both graphically and content-wise.
And, there will be changes in
policy. Some will be welcomed
some accepted begrudingly, and
still others met will adamant
protest, but, whatever the case
may be, the Spartan Daily doors
are open to fresh ideas, suggestion
and constructive criticisms.

The major change will be the
cutback of the Daily from five days
a week to four. This will affect
almost every aspect of the paper.
Sports will be forced to concentrate more on the weekday
events rather than weekend activities. This will incur more round.
ups and analyses of games and
players and will also generate a
greater influx of features.
The arts will likewise show a
leaning toward feature material
rather than the weekend review of
Winterland and points south.
Hopefully the news pages will
benefit from the shift. Tt
allowance of an extra day devoted
solely to writing rather than to all
the demands of a deadline should
enable the staff to produce more
quality, indepth material.
But the loss of a day to the
forum’s page can only hurt the
readers. This is the only platform
available to students where contrasting views can be expressed
without reprisal. But with the
cutback, a hold on letters and
columns may be inevitable.
Other handicapping factors may
arise throughout the semester but
to date the staff and department do
not anticipate any major problems.
Campus-community
Beyond that there will be additional adjustments in the paper’s
character. The Spartan Daily’s
clientele encompasses the entire
campus community, a community
which extends beyond the borders
of SJSU. Subsequently there will be
a substantial amount of coverage
of events and people in the San Jose
area that the editorial staff feels
pertains to the readership.
This does not mean that campus
activities will be neglected quite
the contrary. It is duly recognized
that these play just as integral a
part in the student’s life as a night
at the local pub or a day at a
cultural fair.
Nor will the entire newspaper
reflect a trend toward more
coverage of "outside" eventsthe
exception will be the arts page. It is
acknowledged that this is a college
newspaper and as such its
readership is predominatly
students and, students are poor. It

ECOMPIlliCS IMP.% CM’
Editor:
In response to the politically
motivated firings of three talented
and progressive economic instructors, David Landes, Andy
Parnes and Gayle Southworth,
students in the Economics
Department are organizing to
boycott specifically those classes
to be taught by their replacements,
Betty Chu, Rolofo Gonzales,
Geoffrey
Thomas Watkins and
Nunn.
This is a continuation of the efforts made last spring to stop the
use of undemocratic procedures in
our department, procedures which
enabled the administration and its
supporters to conduct political
firings of this sort. Despite the
desire of the majority of the
departments’ personnel committe
to retain these three instructors,
the administration has superceded

is with this in mind that the arts
will gear its coverage.
Wire News
News will similarly take this into
account. In many instances the
Spartan Daily is the only
newspaper students are exposed to
on a daily basis. Because of this,
state, national and international
wire news will be included when
appropriate within the paper.
In the past this was interpreted
to mean the Spartan Daily staff did
not produce enough copy that dayi
to fill the pages. This is an
erroneous assumption. News
news. If there is a national stor
that will affect readers more than
playback on what took place in th
A.S. council chambersthen tha
will get the bigger play.
Picture pages will likewis
reflect news orientation. Thos
days when the Spartan Dail
devoted an entire page to a "prett
lay-out" on surfing or motorcycl
riding are over. Future pictur
pages will contain newswhethe
it be feature or information.
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A.S. Council
In keeping with that policy, A.S.
council will also be viewed in its
proper perspective. This is not tol
say that student government is’
inconsequentialit merely means
that it is not the omnipotent, omniscient power from above that has
been portrayed in the past.
4/
But to better cover the camp!
reporters will seek out informal
from each department. In this in
the Spartan Daily will ben
reflect SJSU as a whole.
In all aspects the Daily will a
tempt professionalism. But it mu
be remembered that we too ar
students and are subject to th
weaknesses of those who are still
the process of learning their trad
Think of the Daily as a composit
term paper put up to publi
scrutiny for all the abuse as well
praise that its readership wishe
inflict. Would you tolerate only
or the other from one of your in
structors or would you prefer sol
helpful suggestions?

Accept students as adversaries
lu 1w

Ri(*(1.

4..S.

On behalf of your Associated provocationbut an adversary in ticulate his viewpoints in an
Students officers, I’d like to the sense that a student’s needs, mosphere of mutual respect
welcome you to San Jose State interests, perspectives and ideas cooperation.
University. As most of you are are properly different from those
It is even more difficult, 11
aware the days of violent con- held by other members of the course, for some administrator
frontations between students and university community. The entire and faculty to refrain from on
the university are gone, for all community must not only tolerate dermining this independent ad
intents and purposesand all of us these expressions of freedom, but versary stance of the stude
rejoice at that. In light of this, the must encourage the means through ( witness the events this summe
task that now faces all of us as which the student can openly feel with the budget I. In a larg
students is to work closely with comfortable in asserting his or her university the necessity to se
everyone on campus to help them unique views.
things in bureaucratic terms an,
This posture of independence the difficulty in changing an
honestly accept and help make
possible the role of the student as required by this adversary role is policy that involves many group
an adversary. Not an adversary in very difficult for a student to reduces the student’s identity an
the sense of a violent enemy ready maintain. Students often feel a role to that of one minor intere
to strike out at the slightest certain loyalty to the institution, an among many. What must b
awe and respect for the faculty and realized is that we are th
a dependence upon the ad- products, and at the same time th
ministration. What we must consumers of this system and w
achieve is the ability to transcend must exert ourselves as a colter
these institutional lines and make live unit with that in mind.
it possible for the student to arThen what is needed? Well, th
student needs all the institution
their education.
wide-open street, but a sub-division
.support he can get. Students nee
We urge all students taking any immediately ran outside to see
the right to form their ow
economice
classes
from what was going on, when I heard
association, without suppression
Chu,Gonzales, Nunn or Watkins to the officer use his loud speaker
close supervision. We need
drop the class and take anotherto and shout, "Don’t let them get
student newspaper as independe
Spartan Dail,
support the teachers who should be away." And out ran two men from
as possible from university contro
teaching those classes and to a car in the driveway.
’,eivioy itO
lose State ViiiversttY
the right to critically evaluat
Community Since 1934
prevent the continuing erosion of
Naturally I jumped back into the
teachers and their courses, and th
critical and progressive viewpoints house and waited for the gunright to play an integral part in th
in our department.
shots.But nothing. After several
review, tenure and promotie
Mark Stanford minutes, I returned outside.
process of the university facuk
Editor
Kathy Rebell.
Economics Student Association
The scene now: One highway
John llonity
Advertising Manager
Students also need the right to tak
Janet Parker
Managing Editor
patrol officer laughing with his
an active part in determinin
Velars, Mrinroy
News Editor
Gail Wesson
Forum Page Editor
friends. Nothing "offical" had
campus policy. And most i
111P pky5 joke’
John Hrayfield
Assailant News Editor
happened. The officer merely had Layout Editor
Myra Torres Moore
portant, the student’s role as a
Al Pro
Entertainment Editor
Editor:
seen a couple of his friends,
adversary must be respected b
Klause Castren
Sports Editor
Marvin Kumamoto
Copy Editor
The California Highway Patrol followed them home and decided to
all, especially himself. You
WeinWesn
Assistant Copy Editor
Wire Editor
Joey Semipro
units are here to help us, right? I have some fun, at the expense of
student association can proVid
urns Kidwell
Photo Editor
believe that, but every time I now innocent neighbor’s nerves.
you with the means to accomplis
Chief Photograplser
Carl Kinker
Butanes). Manager
Bruce Nyhammer
The officer said he was relieved
see a patrol officer, my mind
these goals. Don’t limit yo
National Advertising Manager
Carol Shafer
Ketil Advertising Manager
Donna Bondy
rushes back to one childish incident nothing serious had happened. But
education to the classroom
llasatfied Advertising Manager
Patt Silverthorn
by one childish officer and I begin maybe it would have been better if
Remain surprised enough at
Mike Sandler
Display Art Director
it had, then my nerves would be
to wonder why.
always be receptive to som
Last week, while I was sitting at topsy-turvy for a good reason.
different. This is a challenge
home, I heard a siren blaring past
must meet if we are ever to r
Deborah Carvalho
my home, which is located not on a
a full education.
Journalism Major

Letters to the Editor
the wishes of this majority through
the actions of Department
Chairman James Willis, who twice
over-ruled
the
committee’s
recommendations. Willis’ role as
department chairman itself is a
result of earlier administration
manipulation in the department,
Willis given the position by the
administration over a vote by the
economics faculty for another
candidate.Since these events , the
department has been totally
disenfranchised from making its
own personnel decisions by the
administration.
The boycott is being called to
stop this arrogant disregard for
democratic
procedure
and
academic freedom, and to retain
the insightful and critical perspective offered by the fired instructors. Furthermore, we hope to
inform students through the
boycott of what has taken place
and the impact of these matters on
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Edwards expects delay in VIP appointment
By Dick Schaaf
Nelson Rockerfeller may
well become the vice
president of the United
States, but not before the
November
elections,
predicts
Democratic
Congressman Don Edwards,
whose Ninth Congressional
District includes northern
Santa Clara County.
"I don’t think there is any
chance we’ll be finished
before the elections," said
Edwards. A member of the
House Judiciary Committee,
soon to begin confirmation
hearings on Rockefeller’s
nomination, Edwards chairs
the Civil Rights and Constitutional Rights subcommittee whichwill set the
rules of procedure for the
hearings.
"I think the Senate will
move ahead and will finish
3efore we will, but we’ll go to
:onsiderably more depth,"
le said, dismissing any
the
ittempt
rush
to
nomination through
Congress as "unwise."
Referring to the confirmation process as a
substitute for an election
campaign, Edwards
defended a more deliberate
pace, even though it will
probably result in a lame
duck session after the
elections.
Edwards, 59, is expected to
1 easily defeat Republican
John Enright to retain his
House seat. He has been in
Congress since 1962.
While
he
expects
Rockefeller to be confirmed,
Edwards would not commit
himself on how he will vote.
Last November, he and
seven other members of the
Judiciary Committee voted
against the nomination
ofGerald Ford, based, according to Edwards, "on 25
years of conservative to
right-wing
House
service."
Rockefeller different
"There is a difference with
Rockerfeller," he noted.
"Here you have 15 years of
moderate, middle-of-theroad political and economic
views steadily shifting to the
right."
Under Rockefeller, New
York enacted laws requiring
harsh sentences for drug
abuse, a program widely
considered a failure.
"It’s a bad drug bill,"
Edwards charged, linking
investigation
of
Rockefeller’s conduct there
with his handling of the
Attica Prison riot in 1971.
The assault which ended the
riot, and resulted in the
deaths of 41 inmates and
hostages, was made on
Rockefeller’s authority,
leading Edwards to conclude

Tours begin
of library
The university library is
offering tours which it hopes
will "answer all your
questions about the library
but were too afraid to ask."
The tours will be conducted five days a week,
Sept. 9-20 at 10:30 a.m., 1:30
and 2:30 p.m. The tours take
about 40 minutes and begin
in the foyer of the library by
the circulation desk.
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Second class postage paid at San
RAP. California
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Association and the Associated
Press. Published daily by San Jose
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year. The opinions expressed
herein are not necessarily those of
the Associated Students
the
College Adrn instretion or the
Department of Journalism and
Advertising Subscriptions ac
coated only on a remainder of
semester basis. Full academic
year. Steach. Semester, 14.50. Off
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Phone 777.3101. Advertising 277
3171 Press of Erich Printing, San
Jose.

"his decision making there
should be examined."
the
In
addition,
Rockefeller finances will be
closely scrutinized for
potential conflicts of interest-a task that could take
more than a week in itself.
Due to the scope of
the preliminary background
investigation, Edwards does
not expect the actual
hearings to begin before the
end of September. The
Judiciary Committee must
wait for reports from the
Government
the
FBI,
Accounting Office (GAO),
and its own auditors before
taking testimony from
witnesses and Rockefeller.
Edwards believes the
nomination, even if unconfirmed, will benefit
Republican candidates this
fall, but noted that in many
cases, it is too late to turn the
tide.
Many potentially
stronger GOP candidates
decided not to run in
primaries this year expecting Richard Nixon to be
in the
House.
White
Competition ‘healthy’
"This (the nomination)
makes it much more of a
horse race, which I think is
healthy," he admitted, "but
it’s an easier race for a lot of
us because a lot of good men
didn’t run." Edwards exDemocratic
pects
the
majority in Congress to be
increased by 30-40 seats in
the House and six in the
Senate.
Nixon himself will remain
an issue, both in the current
future
campaigns and
history books, but as a
lawyer, Edwards believes
Nixon’s fate should now pass
from Congress to the courts.
"I hope Congress will do
nothing to interfere with the
judicial system," he said. "I
hope Ford stays out of it, and
I hope we stay out of it."
Looking back to the time
when he was in it, Edwards
gives the Judiciary Committee saisfactory marks on
its handling of the impeachment hearings.
-I think we did pretty well
considering there were no
real precedents," he said,
"though I think the committee violated Nixon’s
constitutional rights in
releasing the evidence
before issuing a report-in
this case a bill of impeachment. I think it
prejudiced his case." The
action, recalled Edwards,
did have the approval of
presidential counsel James
St. Clair.
Edwards believes the
media behaved very well
toward the committee, with
one glaring exception.

UP FROM OBSCURITY- Congressman
Don Edwards with (1) House Judiciary
Leaks Sought
"They hounded us for
leaks," he explained. "We
were 38 rather obscure
people. Most of us hadn’t had
any experience with highprofessional
priced,
reporters."
As a result, in the early
days of its hearings, the
committee appeared to be
leaking material prejudicial
to President Nixon, more
from inexperience than
design,
according
to
Edwards.
"I became convinced of
the essential need for im-

Committee Chairman Peter Rodin, D-N.J.,
and (RI Special Counsel John Doar.

peachment near the end of
the presentation of the
evidence," he recalled.
In particular, the May 1969
wiretaps and the "corruption
of federal agencies" like the
FBI weighed strongly in his
decision. Edwards is one of
tour former FBI agents on
the Judiciary Committee,
and last April was appointed
to the National Committee
for the Review of Federal
and State Laws Relating to
Wiretapping and Electronic
Sureveillance.
Edwards was reluctant to

San Jose smog level
down during summer
Smog-wise, it has been a
fairly good summer for San
Jose and the surrounding
vicinity, according to air
pollution control officials.
Cooler
than
normal
temperatures throughout the
Bay Area, particularly in the
south caused pollution levels
to remain relatively low all
summer.
Four smog advisories
were called for in the San
Jose area this summer.
A smog advisory is called
when the ozone level is expected to reach .2 parts per
million for an hour or more.
The ozone level is the method
by which officials measure
photochemical smog, according to Rich Hacker,

information officer for the
Bay Area Air Pollution
Control headquarters and
IBAAPC) in San Francisco.
The smog advisory is the
first of four steps geared to
warn people with respiratory
problems about high air
pollution levels.
The alerts were called
June 29, July 24-25, August 3
and August 22.
In the past smog levels
have reached their peak
during September. Hacker
said the weather will
determine whether or not
this pattern holds true this
summer.
BAAPC maintains a total
of 30 measuring stations
throughout the Bay Area,

New policy restricts
locations for smokers
A classroom no-smoking
policy has been approved by
President John H. Bunzel.
The policy states smoking
will be prohibited in
classrooms,
laboratories,
and
halls
lecture
auditoriums.
"No Smoking"signs will be
placed where smoking is
banned when finances
permit, according to the
policy.
The policy was signed
June 7 by Bunzel after being
studied by the Academic
Council which approved it
May 6.
Though approved by the
council, Dr. Arnold Schein,
budget and plant committee
chairman, said it is up to the
administration to enforce a
smoking policy.
Schein said the policy
should be enforced informally and not involve
"policing"
by
faculty

members.
The issue of having a nosmoking policy originated
with a letter to Bunzel from
SJSU student Carol Ann
Pulskamp, who requested
such a policy.
Other
students wrote Bunzel and
state legislators asking for
action on the issue.
Previous

prohibitions

against smoking existed in
the Science, Radiology,
Engineering and library
buildings.
The only other previous
official word on smoking has
been a statement in the 1971
SJSU staff reference book
which says, "A college
custom prohibits smoking in
classrooms,- corridors,
stairways and elevators."

RELOCATION SALE
CONSOLIDATING WITH MICHAEL’S
OF SAN FRANCISCO
ALL ma rac HANDica WILL
E SOLO

UP TO 60% DISCOUNT
ON EVERYTHING!
LIQUITEX. GRUMBACHER , WINSOR, NEWTON

’4

one of which is located on
campus on Fourth Street.

California’s Oldest Camera Shop
4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
99N REDWOOD AWE SAN JOSE
665 1st DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
419 UNIVERSITY AVE PAID ALTO
1014 LINCOLN AVE WILLOW GLEN

FALL LEAGUES
NOW FORMING
TUESDAY

6:30 p.m.

THURSDAY

6:30 p.m.

AND

UNTIL FRIDAY, SEPT. 13.

Information At The Desk

STUDENT UNION
GAMES AREA 277-3226

Mayor Norman Y. Mineta
San Jose, California

"I really believe that the Army ROTC Program
completes a college education. It offers a multitude of
benefits to the student, but most important it provides
leadership and management training which can .be put
to good use in either a military or civilian career."
Nor For more information, contact: Professor of Military Science
I would like information on the
following Army ROTC programs:

pAry

SORRY, CASH E5ANNAMERICARD,
AND NIASTERCHARGE ONLY

MICHAEL’S ART SUPPLIES
107 E. SAN FERNANDO
SAN JOSE, CA.

THURS. MIXED FOURS

SIGN-UPS INDIVIDUALLY, OR AS A TEAM,

Norman Y. Mineta graduated from the
University of California-Berkeley with a
degree in business administration. While in
college he enrolled in the Army ROTC
program to round out his education. Upon
graduation, he was commissioned a Second
lieutenant in the Transportation Corps.
Norman Y. Mineta is now the mayor of
San Jose, California and is listed in "Who’s
Who in the West". Mayor Mineta is a
successful businessman and community
leader whose service to his fellowman has
been recognized by many different individuals
and organizations. Among the many honors
he has received are the "Citizenship Award"
from the San Jose Shriners Club in 1973 (the
first time ever awarded to a non -Shriner)
and the "Brotherhood of the Year Award"
from the National Conference of Christians
and Jews in 1972.

BOARDS, TAI3LES, INSTRUMENTS, 13RUSHLS,
INKS, MARKERS

MIXED HDCP TRIO

WEDNESDAY
6:30 p.m. WED. MIXED FOURS
9:00 p.m
PETERSON POINT TRIO

Cooperation Stressed
The key to the economic
situation, according to
Edwards, is international
cooperation.
"It’s possible," he insisted, "It’s just never been
tried."
As illustration, he cited
last year’s handling of the
energy crisis. Edwards

thousand dollars a minute is
too much for anything," he
snapped, citing the amount
spent on the military every
minute of every day.
"Nixon’s inattention and
congress’ inability to do
anything without White
House cooperation and
leadership has resulted in a
very serious situation,"
Edwards contenede.
With the resignation of
Nixon and the orderly
transfer of power to the new
administration, he believes
the system has been vindicated.
"The one thing I hope
we’ve learned," he concluded, summing up the
year, "is not to fiddle wi h
the Constitution. It works."

BITING

OILS, STRATHMORE, ETC. PLUS CRESCENT MAT

IOAM to 4PM, including Sundays
St- #904/4
/et..

maintains the way to deal
with the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting
Countries - the 12 nations
which produce 85 per cent of
the world’s oil exports, is to
unite the customer nations
and bargain collectively, not
individually.
In addition, he called foe a
balanced budget as a means
of controlling government
spending. For a start, cuts of
$10-20 billion could be made
in
defense
spending,
Edwards said. He added the
armed forces today are topheavy, with more admirals
and generals now than
during World War II, when
there were six times as
many people in uniform.
"One hundred sixty seven

Norman Y. Mineta
is a leader.

SALE STARTS
THURS. SEPT 5"

tieretiog
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speculate on Nixon’s place in
history books, but did give
him high marks for "calling
off the cold war." He also
rated Henry Kissinger far
superior to Dean Rusk as
Secretary of State.
"As a Democrat who
worked
against
the
renomination of Lyndon
Johnson in 1968, "he conceded, "I would have to say
his (Nixon’s) attitude really
was a lot better.
Diplomacy criticized
"I liked detente with
China,- he continued, "but
he neglected Latin America,

and did a terrible )06 III
Greece." According to
Edwards, Nixon has to be
considered partly responsible for what has happened
on Cyprus because of his
support for the Greek Junta.
Edwards traces his opposition to the war in Vietnam back to 1965 and does
not think Nixon’s hankling of
that situation will hold up
over time.
"History, I think, will show
he should have gotten out
four years before, without
the casualties, and without
the dissension at home," he
stated, adding "domestically
- just zero."
Despite his opposition to
the nomination of former
Ford.
president
vice
reserving
Edwards
is
judgment on the new
president. He gives Ford
for
marks
excellent
"dialogue and style," and
expects a definite decision on
the amnesty question in the
very near future.
"Ford deserves a lot of
credit for making his announcement in front of the
VFW," said Edwards, who
personally supports unconditional amnesty. "It
took a lot of courage, and
that’s what political leaders
are supposed to be for."
However, on the economic
front, Edwards warned that
unless
Ford
produces
creative suggestions soon, he
and many others in Congress
will urge wage and price
controls. He criticized the
President’s recent renunciation of controls, contending that although Phase
III was ill-advised, the
controls imposed by Nixon
worked through Phase H.

GENERALTWO-YEAR
Arm3,
ROTC
The more
you look
at it,
the better
It looks.
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Topless: the newest seaside view "Capitola is being watched very closely," he said. "We plained one topless Capitola female. "Those who are against
Recent changes in nudity laws now make legal what
sunbathers along some areas of the Northern California seem to be the front runner in moving toward adoption of this it are probably worried about those men up there with the
binoculars," she said, pointing to five men perched on a
type of ordinance."
coastline have already been doing for years.
The town will likely have the nation’s first topless public nearby cliff who were eyeballing her through field glasses.
These legal changes have had various effects on various
"I think the new rule is fine," said one man from Fremont.
peopleoutrage from some senior citizens, leers and panting beach should the ordinance be adopted permanently, Kludt
"I don’t know how it might effect little kids but women should
from male chauvinists and sundry voyeurs and bored shrugs asserted.
However, there still exists a county ban against total be able to go topless. I don’t think total nudity is all that bad,
from the nude sunbathers who have been basking out there
nudity, with a maximum possible fine of 6500 and six months either."
all along.
"They should have special beaches ieserved for people
Beginning Oct. 3, topless sunbathing will be permitted for in jail.
Capitola and Santa Cruz sunbathers of both sexes, wearing who want to wear their clothes," said a Santa Cruz man.
women as well as men ( lucky devils!) in unincorporated
"Everybody to their own taste," said a liberal elderly man
areas of Santa Cruz County due to a new ruling passed varied amounts of clothing, were asked their opinion of the
at the Santa Cruz beach.
new rules.
Tuesday by the Santa Cruz County Board of Supervisois.
"Anybody that doesn’t like it shouldn’t look," said an angry
"I’m against nudity but it’s okay to go topless," said one
In addition, Capitola, long a haven for sunbathing in the
topless lady at the beach. She added that some of the
girl adorned only in bikini bottoms.
buff, passed a temporary ordinance which prohibits total
of tne new law is "ridiculous." People were talking
"If guys don’t have to wear tops, I shouldn’t have to wear criticism
nudity, but makes female breasts exempt.
being a part of a Communist plot," she said.
nudity
about
lady.
topless
another
mine," stated
However, there is a group of residents who are not only
This ordinance has been very controversial in the seaside
While the new rules are liberal by contemporary stan- opposed to nudity, but actively campaign against it. One
town. Some residents have stated it will break down the
community’s "moral fiber," but Capitola City Manager Max dards, there are some who think the fledgling ordinances are young man who lives in a seaside house said he and his
friends throw water balloons at nude sunbathers. "They get
Kludt said his town’s council may have passed a landmark still straight-laced.
"People couldn’t handle a full nudity ordinance," com- too loose sometimes," he explained.
decision.

Photos by Carl Ricker
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Sought-after job

Motorcycle patrol: a popular position
By Bryan Murray
Clad in leather, he sits
astride a gleaming black and

chrome motorcycle tucked
out of sight of normal traffic.
and
Mustachioed

sideburned he cruises the
city day and night looking for
trouble.

And the strange part is he
gets paid well over $11,000 a
year to do ithe is a San Jose
Police Department (SJPD)
motorcycle patrolman.
Stereotypes Vary
What kind of man is a twowheeled cop? Stereotypes of
him vary.
Take for example this
scene from the recent movie
"Electra -Glide in Blue:"
Inept police hero falls off his
Harley-Davidson motorcycle
and says, "I hate that damn
bike."
Or take the scene from the
recent movie "The Blue
Knights:" Hero in squad car
pulls up next to motorcycle
patrolman at a stoplight. The
hero says, "Hey, why don’t
you get a real job?"
At SJPD at ieast, these
images are not entirely
accurate. The job of
motorcycle patrolman is the
most sought after Job in the
department, according to six
motorcycle patrolmen.
There is a six year waiting
list to be transferred to
motorcycle duty.

Motorcycle cops prepare for beats.

Cyclists Experienced
Surprisingly, many
motorcycle patrolmen have
served such exotic duty as
detective work only to
transfer to "motors" as they

are called. Most of the men
on motors have five to ten
years of police experience.
The average age is around
35.
One reason for the
popularity might be the five
per cent pay increase
motorcycle patrolmen get
over their four -wheeled
counterparts.
But the job has certain
drawbacks.
"I rode for four years and
never got my as in a sling. I
decided to quit while I was
former
said
ahead,"
motorcycle policeman Sgt.
Dave I,ongaker, referring to
the high accident rate for
cycle riders.
"It’s not a matter of if (you
crash), but when," he added.
Sgt. Richard Vizzuzi
estimates the force totals
about 12 serious spills a year
requiring hospitalization of
the officer. The cause of the
accidents is most often
errant automobiles.
"The scariest thing about
the job is dummy drivers,"
said Sgt. Richard Tush.
Those officers questioned
were more scared of being
rundown by an unwary
grandmother than of being
shot by a criminal. Apparently automobile drivers
often "think car," ’not
motorcycle’ and do not look
for motorcycles in normal
driving.
Motorcycle patrolman also
face hazards from irate

drivers receiving traffic
citations. Some drivers tear
up citations, leaving the
officer with the option of
hauling them in.
After a woman motorist
punched Tush in the mouth,
he exercised his option.
Shifts long
The motorcycle patrolman
crashes a lot because he
rides a lot. For SJPD, tenhour shifts, four days a
week, 90-miles a day are the
norm.
"There were two hours of
class and the rest of
To avoid accidents, every
motorcycle officer must
grueling
the
attend
California Highway Patrol
cycle Training Academy.
To avoid accidents, every
motorcycle officer must
grueling
the
attend
California Highway Patrol
Training
Motorcycle
Academy.
"There were two hours of
class and the rest of it was in
the scat of that motorcycle,"
Tush recalled about the twoweek course. Judging from
descriptions of the course,
test
is
demonic
the
responsible for a 26 per cent
wash out rate.
"Lots of guys just can’t do
it," Tush said.
Those who survive are
better, safer motorcyclists.
They are bettter than the
average civilian cyclist, says
Officer Roger Malcolm.
"Let’s face it, most guys

go down to the motorcycle
shop, but a bike and learn to
ride it on the way honme,"
Malcolm said. He suggests
more training for civilian
motorcyclists.
The patrolmen admitted
they have an advantage over
civilian bikers in some ways.
A police motorcycle is more
likely lobe given the right of
way.
iNfleern feared
"A lot of it is fear," said
Sgt. Dave Sansel, referring
to the fact that police
motorcyclists can give
tides.
Many officers
personally noted a difference
in auto driver behavior when
they ride police bikes and
when they ride civilian
bikes.
In spite of the accidents
and other tribulations, or
perhaps because of them, the
24 motorcycle patrolmen on
the SJPD force enjoy an
extra
measure
of
comeraderie. Tush calls it
espri de corps.
"We’re the tightest group
in the police department,"
Samsel said.
The closeness crosses city
boundaries through the
Metropolitan Motorcyclists
of California, organized for
motorcycle patrolmen.
Gleaming chrome, exand
cellent
training
comeraderie are nice, but is
the motorcycle a viable tool
for police work?
It has disadvantages. High

injury rates, high insurance
costs and high hospital costs
citizen’s
all
tax
the
pocketbook.
But the chief advantage is
mobility. The advantages of
moving through congested
traffic to an emergency are
evident.
Tush offered an example
of the motorcycle’s use in
crowd control. Two years
ago, Overfelt High School
summoned police to end a
campus disturbance.
When some of the perpetrators began to run, the
motorcycle patrolmen were
able to round them up. In all,
15 of 16 arrests made that
day
were
made
by
patrolmen on motorcycles.
Many of the officers said
they felt the use of motorcycles is increasing in
metropolitan areas and
decreasing in rural areas.
Motorcycles
are
not
necessary in rural areas, but
very important in congested
cities, they claimed.
However SJPD seems to
run counter to that trend.
Only about four motorcycles
have been added to the
overall force in 230 years.
This means the growth of the
motorcycle force is not
keeping pace with the
growth of the rest of SJPD.
Longaker,
who
left
motorcycle duty due to the
high accident rate, said,
"It’s still the best job in the
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Spartans pit air attack against SCU defense
By Joey Seanapieo
It’ll be SJSU’s superior
passing attack against an
experienced Santa Clara
secondary when the Spartans take on their gridiron
arch-rivals Saturday night at
Spartan Stadium.
Game time is slated for
7:30 p.m.
With the loss of such stars
as running back Larry
Lloyd, a player who used to
run over people rather than
around them that is now a
free agent with the San
Francisco 49ers, the Spartans are depending on
quarterback Craig Kimball
and wide receiver Ike McBee
now more than ever.
Kimball, one of the top
quarterbacks in the nation
last year when he set two
school records for most
yards passed (1940) and
most completions 11651,
leads an explosive offense
that has made SJSU one of
the best gridiron schoobein

the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association PCAA I.
Yet Kimball is still a little
cautious when talking about
the chances of his success
through the air against a
tough Santa Clara secondary.
"I believe they were one of
Though the coaching staff didn’t menLess than 48 hours away from the 1974
the best defenses I faced last
season and already the SJSU football team tion exactly how many other ailments are
year," Kimball said. "Their
has been crippled by at least one serious now being treated, a "slew of injuries"
the
and
secondary
injury, plus a flock of other minor physical have occured during preseason conlinebackers really work well
ditioning, said Padilla.
ailments.
together, making it awfully
The biggest loss was Bob Mitre, a 6 foot
"I don’t know what affect this will have
tough to throw against
4 inch, I85-pound free safety who tore a
them."
knee ligament during Monday’s practice. on Saturday’s game," Padilla said,
Kimball only threw nine
Mitre underwent surgery Wednesday to watching his troops prepare for Santa
times against Santa Clara
repair the injury but will be lost for the Clara,"but everyone is still going to suit
last year in a game where
season, according to defensive line coach up." "How effective they’ll be remains to
the Spartans squeezed out a
be seen."
Bob Padilla.
nail-biting 14-12 victory.
But according to head
coach Darryl Rogers, the
minimal passing attack
against the Santa Clara
ground seemed the safest knock down a lineman than
Broncos was not because he against SCU.
step around him, there was
way possible.
didn’t have confidence in the
And it was decided that no need to go to the air.
passing
Kimball -McBee
Rogers said that putting
Now the story may be a
combination a combination the ball in the air increased with players such as Lloyd
which converted only one 36- the chances of a turnover and Robert Evans power little different.
The SJSU backfield has
yard pass in the game whereas keeping it on the runners who would rather

SJSU safety out for season

lost some of its power but
nonetheless makes up for it
with a quickness that was
missing last year.
With guys like Mary
190-pound
a
Stewart,
speedster from San Jose City
College, Darrell Jenkins,
Bob Ladouceur and Steve
Bruce the Spartans could
have a running attack able to
break for a few long runs, a
threat SJSU could not boast
of last season.
new
the
with
And
dimension to the Spartan
running game, Kimball
believes that SJSU’s passing
attack is more potent that
ever.

Craig Kimball

Dave Wasick

It’s still all talk however,
and it will be for at least
another two days.
After that. there will be
one coach singing the praises
of his team’s Saturday night
effort while five miles away,
in another part of Santa
Clara county, a college
coaching staff will try to pick
up the pieces in time for the
next game.

Yet while Santa Clara
admits to respecting it, they
are no way afraid of it, at
least not verbally.

Rosters will not be accepted without proof of
payment of the $10 forfeit fee
in the Associated Students
Business office located in the
Student Union.
For more information,
please call the Associated
Students Leisure Services
and ask for the intramural
office.

Marching band at home
The Spartan Marching
Band will be on hand for all
SJSU home football games
this season, starting with
Saturday night’s game with
Santa Clara at Spartan
Stadium.
Nationally famous for its
football presentations, the
group enjoys a reputation of
being one of the country’s top

defensive end recently. "The
defensive team is basically
the same, with experienced
replacements filling the
shoes of the guys we lost last
year."

"With our new, quick,
running game the opposition
is going to have to respect
our passing game,"Kimhall
uaid.

Powderpuff football
kicks off Sept. 30
Men’s, girl’s powderpuff
and co-ed football leagues
are now being organized by
the
Student
LeisureServices. Rosters will be
available from Sept. 5
through Sept. 20.
All rosters must be turned
in by Sept. 20. League play
for both men and women will
begin Sept. 30.

"I don’t ’lire if they ithe
Spartans
come
out
passing," said Santa Clara’s
secondary coach Eddie
Titus. "I want them to pass;
that’s how confident I am
with the defensive backs,
and the whole team in
general."
But confidence is a two
way street, and while Titus is
confident that, his defense
can do a good job, SJSU’s
225-pound defensive end
Dave Wasick believes his
team’s defense is even
better than last year’s.
"We know we have to be
better and we’re going to
be," said the 225 -pound

university marching bands.
The band is hoping to earn
its way to the Nov. 9 game at
Hawaii. The SJSU Athletic
Department is helping out by
donation 25 cents of each
student ticket sold. Friends
of the band will be selling
game programs, with the
commission going to help
defray costs.

mcDona CrS
111

111

Welcome back to San Jose State!
Bring yourself to a pla,-.e where you
deserve a break today at
McDonald’s
3rd & San Carlos St.
San Jose

Purchase a Big Mac
and receive 1 regular
size french fry FREE.
Limit: 1 per customer,
offer expires 9/30/74
offer good only at 3rd & San CarlosSJ
clip this coupon
Mc Donald’s

exercise sandals

113ook Store

Come rest your feet Id
the hollows and the rises.
Experience the coolness of
polished beechwood against
the warmth of bare skin. Feel the
little mound we call the toe-grip,
that helps you turn mere steps into a
beautiful toning and awakening for your
legs. Scholl, the original Exercise Sandals.
Red, blue, or bone cushioned leather strap.

BUY ’EM ANYWHERE FOR $12.95
OR FROM US ONLY
All Supplies Available
New & Used Rooks
Open: Daily
From 7:15 AM
n10

FAST SERVICE
(18 Check-out Stands)

TENTH ST PHARMACY
10th & SANTA CLARA
294-9131

Confucius statue stirs debate

Deadline for
adding classes
is Sept. 27
Science Building in Rooms
107 and 108 from 8 a.m. to 6
p.m.
Monday
through
Thursday and 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Friday.
There is no fee for adding
classes unless the additional
units place the student in a
higher fee payment bracket.
To drop a class for any
Stephen Faustina
reason, students must
complete a drop form and
obtain their instructor’s
approval before Sept. 20.
From Sept. 20 through the
13th week of school, classes
Your Pleasure
inay be dropped only for
r5For
serious reasons approved by
the instructor and the
department chairperson.
Department policy deter.
nines what reasons will be
approved.
There are no refunds for
* A LITTLE
dropped units unless the
NIGHT MUSIC
student drops out of school
completely before Sept. 14.
* GREASE
Such refunds are made
* GODSPELL
through the university
cashier, Adm. Bldg. Room
* EVOLUTION
102.
OF THE BLUES
Students wishing to audit
classes must obtain the
instructor’s approval on an William Gustafson
(- audit option card before
Sept. 27, and are subject to
the same fee structure as
regular students.
Credit-no credit forms are
available to juniors and
seniors until Oct. 4. Only
* SEALS & CROFT
classes outside the student’s
major, minor, and general
* BOZ SCAGGS
* TOWER OF POWER education requirements can
be taken for credit-no credit.
* SANTANA
All forms may be picked
up in the registrar s office
Five new administrators
* JOHNNY CASH
from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. have been appointed for the
* GLADYS KNIGHT
through Sept. 13: and after SJSU 1974-75 academic year.
* BILL COSBY
Sept. 13, between 8 a.m. and Three are temporary and
two will be permanent ap* SHIRLEY MacLAINE 5 p.m.
pointments.
*THE SPINNERS
The new administrators
* THE CARPENTERS
are Stephen A. Faustina, Dr.
William F. Gustafson, Dr.
* 5th DIMENSION
Robert H. Woodward, Dr.
* THE TEMPTATIONS
Ellen C. Weaver and George
C. Halverson.
* JOAN BAEZ
Faustina,
33,
from
* JOE COCKER
I
ion introduced last Eugene, Ore., will serve as
morth requiring all student SJSU’s first affirmaLve
body
organizations
at action officer, responsible
Clifornia universities and for reviewing employment
cAleges to be open to the practices at the university.
He will also head the
epnudbolricsemheanst -.s..t- tie dhe, endt the
Faculty Search Center and
of
assist in attracting qualified
president John Rico.
The bill, presented to the women and minority persons
legislature by Assemblyman to both academic and nonacademic positions.
Barry Keene, IDEureka),
* As
Gustafson, 47, formerly
includes
campus
* RAIDERS
organizations and student acting dean of the school of
governments under the Applied Sciences and Arts,
* GIANTS
has been made the perBrown Act of 1953.
* 49’ers
Rico said he endorsed the manent dean of the school.
* STANFO’4D
He is a former professor of
bill after he had been
assured that the council’s physical education for men
* ALI-FOXIVIAN
right to maintain executive who served as assistant to
* EVIL XNEIVEL
sessions
would
be the president and chairman
safeguarded
in
the of the men’s physical
ims
education department.
legislation.
Woodward, 49, has been
He said the student
r,AN FRANCISCO
presidents association at named to the post of acting
california state universities dean of the School of
/, and colleges unanimously Humanities and Arts after 20
F ALL SEASON
years as an SJSU English
endorsed the bill.
Keene wrote the bill after professor.
He was chairman of the
two Humboldt State students
of having been department from 1962-66 and
MUSICcomplained
asked to leave a meeting of coordinated the graduate
their student judiciary com- program in English since
1970.
nuttee.
Prior to his appointment
* RAJKO
he served as associate dean
Hungarian Gypsys
Spartaguide
of the school.
Prior to his appointment
* MONTEREY JAZZ
"l’ESDAY
he served as associate dean
* FREDDY HUBBARD We Want a Say In Our of the school.
Education Committee will
Weaver, an SJSU scientific
yr IFS BROWN
present the film Sacco and researcher since 1969, has
wanumiummis
Vanzetti at 7:30 p.m. and 10 been named director of the
p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom. office of Sponsored Research
dates acI places
There will be a 75 cents and Project Services.
please call:
donation asked in order to
She will coordinate all
coatinue the committee’s university research and
work.
externally funded preject
MONDAY
activity and will oversee
The Social Awarness Series operations of the University
will present the film Malcom Foundation.
912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE X at 7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m. in
be
Weaver will also
SAN 10SE 146 1100
the
S.U.
Ballroom. responsible for providing
Admission is 75 cents.
information about potential
The deadline for students
to add classes and register
for fall semester is Sept. 27,
according to the registrar’s
office.
Late registration packets
and add forms are available
at the registrar’s office on
the corner of San Fernando
and 4th streets. A $5 fee will
be
charged
for
late
registration.
All fees should be paid
before Sept. 27 in the Old

George Halverson

A statue of Confucius,
given in June to San Jose,
has sparked a protest from
the Committee for Fair
Representation of China.
According to committee
member Sue Monica, the
statue, which sits in the
Chinese Cultural Park in
Overfelt Gardens, is a slap in
the face to the Peoples’
Republic of China.
the
maintain.;
She
mainland Chinese are
currently engaged in a
struggle against the ideology
of Confucius and for San Jose
to accept and display the
ancient philosopher impedes
normalization
of
the
relations between the United
States and China.
Her group is currently
circulating a petition asking

a
Need Car?
Good

TICKETS

THEATRE

Brown Act
extension

endorsed

I

OPERA

SAN JOSE
BOX OFFICE

My
ELEVEll

111 8
1E2Ei

opportunity for the Peoples’
Republic to come forward"
and participate in the
cultural park.
Brannon said, "It’s a
Chinese garden, not a
Taiwanese garden." But she
conceded the businessmen

who donated the statue were
representing the government of Taiwan.
Monica said her group
planned to take the matter to
the city council on Sept. 9
and ask the statue be
removed.

THE NAME SATISFACTION
MADE FAMOUS
40 South First
San Jose
279 1681

SAVE ON
BACK TO SCHOOL
LOW PRICES
-NAME BRANDS
COMPLETE DARKROOM
AND CHEMICAL
SUPPLIES
-FROM AMATEUR
TO PROFESSIONAL
special FILM prices
CAMERAS

SPECIALS
FREE STUDENT
DISCOUNT CARD
NAME
ADDRESS
SCHOOL

ACCESSORIES
WE HAVE
FULL INVENTORY

Ellen C. Weaver

CAMERA OWNED
SIGNATURE

Five added
to faculty

CONCERT

SPORTS

San Jose to remove the
statue and urging the city to
support normalized relations
with China.
But 13Iyan Brannon,
chairman of the Friends of
Overfelt Gardens, says the
statue provides a "golden

WELCOME
SPARTANS
STOP IN AND SEE OUR
EDIBLES COMPLEX
345 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

grants, fellowships and other
funding.
Halverson, 59, a former
professor of manpower
administration and an
assistant to SJSU President
John H. Bunzel, will begin
his tenure as dean of the
School of Business this
semester.
He joined the SJSU faculty
in 1962 after heading up the
business administration
extension and serving as
alsistant dean to the
bunness school at U.C.
Berkeley.
Halverson has been a
budget examiner for the U.S.
Bureav of the Budget, a field
examinor for the National
Labor Rolations Board and a
managen ent consultant.

The staff and counselors at the
OFFICE OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
wish to welcome all new and returning students to SJSU!

Foil. those of you w ho are veterans, we have counselors available
daily io help you w iihu any prohlrms. We also him. Rap Groups!
Drop in and see us...Soon!

Office of

Veterans

Affairs Building R, next

to Morris Daily Tower

We’ve got a plan
to make your banking easier.
.06

iits000

The College Plan’

4

What we’ve got is a very
special package of services
designed specifically for col- \
lege students. We call it the
College Plan, and here’s what
makes it so special.
The College Plan
Checking Account.
First you get completely
unlimited checkwriting for
just $1 a month. (Free during
June. July and August.) You get
monthly statements. And the account
stays open through the summer even
with a zero balance, so you don’t
have to close it in June. reopen it in
the fall.
Personalized College Plan Checks
are included at a very low cost. SceniL or
other style checks for a little more.
BankArnericard." Next, if you’re a qualified student of
sophomore standing or higher, yob can also get
BankAmericard. Use It for tuition at state universities, for
check cashing identification and everyday purchases. Conservative credit limits help you start building a good credit
history.
Overdraft Protection. This part of the package helps you
BANK OF IMIII$CA NTl SA

avoid bounced checks, by coveritsj
all your checks up to a prearranged limit
Educational Loans. Details on
Studyplan and Federally In
sured loans are available from
any of our Student Loan
Offices.
Savings Accounts. All
our plans provide easy
ways to save up for holidays and vacations.
Student Representatives. Finally, the College Plan gives you individual
?
help with your banking problems.
Usually students or recent gradu
ates themselves, our Reps are located
at all our major college offices and are
easy to talk with.
Now that you know what’s included, why
noi drop by one of our college offices, meet your Student
Rep. and get in our College Plan. It’ll make your banking a
lot easier.
Depend on us. More California college
students do.

BANK0F AMERICA M

.EA111111 TOG

Bring in this ad for a free cop of coffee

4
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Musical
launches
season

todspelli playing
to SRO crowds

Idealistic love and the
reality of everyday living
will be depicted in the
musical "Fanasticks," the
first SJSU drama department production in the
Studio Theatre at 8 p.m.
playing tonight, tomorrow
and Saturday.

1.

Tickets are $1.25 for
students and $2.50 for the
general public.
The Fantasticks is a play
divided into two acts "In the
Moonlight" and "In the
Sun." It is written in a way
that involves the audience,
by demanding their participation i n the actors
dialouge.
John Walcot as Matt and
Robin Merriam as Luisa
play young lovers who find
total happiness with their
relationship but later realize
it has all been a case of game
playing.
Other cast members include Al Blair, Perry Sites,
James Harville, Mark
Freeman, Robin Reeds and
Lisa Sites.

I

Revised from the Summer
Repretory Theatre Restival
held this summer, "The
Fantasticks" is directed by
Gayle Cornelison, SJSU
, assistant
professor of
drama.
"The Fantasticks" is still
running as an off-Broadway
hit grossing $46 million
during its 15-year stint.
Tickets may be purchased
at the box office prior to the
. performance as well as at
the door.

Kung Fu
films how
Saturday
"Boxer from Shantung,"
one of the first Kung Fu films
brought to the screen, will be
shown Saturday at 6:30 and 9
p.m. in the Morris Daily
Auditoreum.
Admission is $1.75.
Sponsored by the SJSU
Asian American Studies
Program IAASP ) the film
stars the respected martial
artist, Chen Kuan Tai
An added feature to the
6:30 p.m. showing will be a
karate demonstration by the
Chinese Kenpo Karate
Group.
"Boxes from Shantung" is
the first of a six film series
slated for the fall semester.
Other films include "Under
the Banner of the Samurai,"
"The One Armed Swordsman," "Red Bear" and
"Duel of Fists."
All proceeds from the
series will be funneled into
Asian American Studies
Program to aid in the expansion of its educational
format.
For information call the
AASP at 277-2894.

Robin Reeds performs rope ballet in ’Fantasticks’

What

it

is --

-

Rock fans feel inflation
In the Fifties a rock group named Danny
and the Juniors prophesied that "rock and
roll is here to stay."
Now that the rock music industry has
surpassed movies as being the greatest
profit making industry in the entertainment
spectrum, it seems unlikely that the theory
will be refuted.
The money that can be made with rock
music is staggerering as shown by the
recent Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young
CSNY) summer tour.
For their Oakland Coleseum gig in July
approximately 75,000 tickets ranging in
price from $10 to $15 were sold. John
Wasserman of the San Francisco Chronicle
estimated that, with concessions, the show
netted close to a million dollars.
After paying for the use of the facility
1E100,000 ), the accompanying bands
$200,000) and miscellaneous costs $50,000),
$650,000 is left for CSNY and the promoter,
Bill Graham.
It boggles the mind that this group for five
and a half hours of performing, could make
what most people would earn in a decade.
A CSNY album, as with most other artists
has jumped from $3.50 to $5 for a single disc
at all the local record shops.
With recoords, a player is needed and
every Pacific Stereo salesman that I’ve
encountered insists that a decent sound
system begins at $500.

Winterland concerts, which usually
feature a headliner and two okay supporting
bands, will now cost music lovers $6 a head
at the door.
This is a sad story when one remembers
the days when $3.50 would gain admittence
to a Fillmore Auditoreum show not unlike
the
Jefferson
Airplane--Quicksilver
Messenger Service-Grateful Dead show
that happened on Dec. 30, 1965.
Perhaps the pressure of inflation on the
youth’s pocketbooks may slow the rock and
rolling stone from gathering so much green,
but until then there’s no doubt that rock and
roll is here to stay.
WHAT’S HAPPENING: Tomorrow night
in the SJSU Ballroom, MOM( GRAPE and
the SONS OF CHAMPLAIN: the reformed
RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS
will play
Saturday and Sunday at the Circle Star
Theater in San Carlos: soul sister ESTHER
PHILLIPS performs tonight and through
the weekend at the Boarding House, San
Francisco; and BOZ SCAGGS returns
Saturday night for a concert at Marine
World, in Redwood City.
FLASH: SANTANA will open the ’74-’75
season at San Francisco’s Winterland Arena
next week with JOURNEY sharing the bill.
The group has been concentrating on
redirecting its musical route by recruiting
some of the band’s original members.

The Joint Effort coffeehouse will open its doors
Wednesday, Sept. 25 with
Moby Grape for two nights to
be followed by the Gary
Smith blues band Sept. 27.
Dick Rossi, the new
manager for the coffeehouse, described this
year’s $11,000 budget as
"paltry." Last year the
coffee house operated on
$18,000.

3 ileafoorn Met/sem S 11th Street 5210
rno on I yr lease Call 7937461

Its small, but I can work
with it," Rossi said. "It’s
going to be tight."
Rossi hopes to raise additional money for the coffeehouse by sponsoring
tomorrow’s Moby Grape
dance.
The coffeehouse will have
"a new face" this year, said
Rossi. New carpets are being

installed and plants will add
to the decor.
Other acts scheduled tin,
semester include
dnMelba
alloPantRounds)
aP
111
October.
"We’re going to bring back
some of the more popular
acts from last year, including Chris Williamson
and Jeffrey Cain," he said.
"And I hope to have mon,
jazz and blues acts."

E Apertenced Souse Sitter Available
begining October Best reference%
Situation must be conducive to
study, quiet Terms lobe arranged
E Denman, 7 Playa Verde, Tiburon.
CA 94920

HELP WANTED
Dishwesher and Counter Person for
Our
luncheon re.. taurent Cell
Place," 998 1259

Campus and iocal representatives
needed for nationwide employment
Fletilble hours, wonderful
search
For full inforrnatiOn
opportunity
write Sumner Advertising Co P0
BO. 643, Peoria, It. , 61601

PERSONALS
Sensitive Young Gentleman W C P
and voice defect is looking tor a
lasting relationship with an on
Call 798 Mk
derstandirtg female
after 5 P

I wo

day

f act, addit
lonal day

days
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Greg Chandler, as Christ
performed his solo songs
but often
competently
blended with the others in
all-cast numbers.
Particularly noteworthy
was strong -voiced Anita
Cortez, singing the popular
"Day by Day."
The duet sung in the
second act by Leslie Sorci
and Sylvia Martins, "By My
Side," was vocally pleasing
although at times they’re
timing proved eratic.
The cast performed the
choreography of Marie
Stinnett with precision,
particularly during "We
Beseech Thee," in which
Doug Bedard sang lead.
The closing scene was
technically impressive as
the crucified Christ was
lifted above the curtain in a
simulation of the ascension
to Heaven.

ego CALL FOR INFO 841-8635

REVIEW COURSE
OFFERED IN BERKELEY, DAVIS, & L.A.
Classroom instruction in all sections of M.C.A. T.
Extensive Testing Practice. Teaching Staff
includes Science Ph.D.s.

NATIONAL
M.C.A.T. REVIEW COURSE
P.O. Sox 6129 San Rafael CA. 94903
(415) 841-8635

ere are
the courses
we offer.
The Jack Steak Sandwich.
The Jumbo Jack.
The Jumbo Jack with cheese.
The Bonus Jack:
The Breakfast Jack.
Hamburgers.
Cheeseburgers
The Moby Jack Fish Sandwich.
Tacos.
French fries.

Craft show
at museum
Prints by two SJSU faculty
members and two graduate
students are among the
exhibits which will be part of
the 18th Annual Bay Area
Arts and Crafts Guild
Exhibition at the San Jose
Museum of Art.
The exhibit will open
tomorrow running through
Sept. 30.
Geoffrey Brown and Dr.
Ludwig Stromayer, both of
the art department, and
students Bill Geisinger and
Peter Greene will feature
works
in
silkscreen,
lithography and intaglio.

Onion rings.
Hot apple turnover.
Coca-Cola . root beer
and orange drinks.
Pure orange Juice.
Chocolate. strawberry
and vanilla shakes.
Milk.
Coffee.

cY4C1c
cilox

HAMBURGERS

E. San Carlos &

4th

fine art material/
drafting supplier
commercial art supplier

CROWN LITE 21
VERSATILE FLEXIBLE ARM MOVEMENT
0 WAY BRACKET FOR MULTIPLE MOUNTING
DURABLE ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION
CONTEMPORARY STYLING
Clers:
YELLOW
RED
BLUE
POLAR
WHITE
BLACK

SELL IT
WITH A

CLASSIFIED AD

10% OFF
ON ALL
ART SUPPLIES
*PADS
RAPIDOGRAPH SETS
*CASTEL PRODUCTS
*ANYTHING YOU NEED

\

SPARTAN DAILY
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THRU OCTOBER 31, 1974

.

I / litters and spaces for each line)

$16.95
Print Name

) Housing
) Lost and Found
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VerseinalS
I ) Services
) Transportation

F nclosed Is e

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO: SPARTAN
DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSE
UNIV., SAN JOSE,
CALIF 131 le

_

For

_Days

DeffellIne, Two days prior to
Publication
Consecutlye publication dates
only
No refunds on cancelled ads

san joie pgink

$21.95) VALLEY FAIR sAn JOSE
248.4171
A. Clamps to headboards or other vertical surfaces
B. Mounts permanently to walls or other vertical our- 365 sAn Anionic) RD.
faces
C. Clamps to desks or other horizontal surfaces
MT. VIEW
D. Mounts permanently to work benches or other
941.3600
horizontal surfaces.
0.17 D.

Address

.50
.50
.50
minim..., Three

Two San Francisce rock
bands, Moby Grape and the
Sons, will perform tomorrow
night at 8:30 in the SU
Ballroom.
Tickets are $2 for students
and $3 for the general public.

offered for
Fall examination

Print Your Ad Here:

Classified Rates
One

play Friday

The Lamp That Has It All

Sr.iivicus

in
Congenial Female Scheel late 205 seeks graduate student or
employed professional woman to
share 2 bdrrn . 2 bath apt in S Clara
or Cupertino Phone 965 1205

The show progressed with
a series of skits and songs
depicting the life and times
of Jesus Christ.

Moby Grape

and
Preparation tor UCSF Performance Test

Joint Effort plans acts

HOUSING
Female to share large 3 bedroom
house with one other girl 6117 SO
PA. uviiities Phone 717 1656

Resurrection
Christ, clad in white
gowns, is then resurrected
from the dead to descend
upon the stage in majestic
fashion.
Although the performers
are considered amateurs, an
air of professionalism
permeates the troupe.
A blank stage is the setting
unaltered except for a lone
wooden horse surrounded by
a barbed wire fence. The
band was right on; the music
was never too loud to drown
out vocalists. The show, runs
two hours and is a definite
must for late summer
theater goers.

Jazz, blues sought

CLASSIFIED

1

By Carolyane Born
By popular demand, the
San Jose Musical Theater
production of "Godspell"
will play again tomorrow
and Saturday night in the Old
Town Theater in Los Gatos.
Showtime is 8:30 with
tickets priced at $2.50.
The show performed for
standing-room-only crowds
during
its
regularly
scheduled August performances.
Additional
showings have also been sold
out.
At Sunday night’s performance the cast proved
very dynamic and entertaining with an energetic
cast the performers easily
paced out what could be
called a "vitality show."

Dental Admission Test
Review Course

(reg.

gob
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Birth control available here

Leveled off programs
announced by Bunzel
Student Advisement, he
feels, as it now stands
without ’ university coordination, is too inconsistent
in information given to the
student.
In suggesting the study,
Bunzel said, "We have an
obligation to provide service
to students that is efficient,
reliable, and stable from one
semester to the next."
final
study
Bunzel’s
request delt with faculty
evaluation. He described
of
methods
present
evaluation as haphazard,
incomplete, or simply poor,
with some exceptions." He
suggested the tools of instructions, tests, green
sheets, grade distributions
and instructional materials,
as well as student input be
included in future instructor
evaluations.

Preparing for a -leveling
off" period by consolidating
reviewing SJSU’s
and
programs was termed
"highest priority for the
university" by PSJSU
President John H. Bunzel in
his faculty speech yesterday.
"The time is at hand when
we who make up this
academic community must
engage in an extensive
analysis of our priority
concerns". "These will be
years of consolidation, of
self-evaluation of learning to
live with tighter budgets and
reduced resources," he said.
freezing
of
Instead
everything as it is now
during the leveling off or
steady state period, Bunzel
told his audience they must
which
carefully study
programs should be retained
or sacrificed to make way

for new programs.
Bunzel is establishing an
Ad Hoc Committee on
Curricular
University
Priorities in the Steady
State. This committee, he
said, will consist of the dean
of Academic planning.
Undergraduate Studies and
Graduate Studies and one
faculty member from each
department.
Secondly, he called for an
Advisory Group on General
Education to review the
present progrtam.
Bunzel also asked the
Academic Senate to make
studies into the areas of
grading and student advisement.. Citing a recent
report, he said 69.1 per cent
of the grades given in the
California State University
and College system recently
have A’s and B’s.

Off campus

Youth sentenced to jail
for campus knife assault

parking lot
stays open
SJSU students who have
been parking in the lots
located between Third, San
Fernando, Fourth and San
Carlos streets will still be
able to do so, for this
semester at least.
Saga Enterprises, Inc. of
Menlo Park has had a plaza
development planned for the
two-block area area for the
past two years, but financial
difficulties have stalled the
project.
is
breaking
Ground
scheduled to begin late this
fall, according to Rich
Quistgard at Saga.

A knife wielding youth that
assulted an attendant during
a Joint Effort Coffee House
fraternity dance last March
has been sentenced to serve
at a California Youth
Authority facility.
David Leven, Jr., 18 of 1690
Terrier Court was found
guilty of assult with a deadly
weapon by a superior court
jury.
Leven
allegedly

slashed the face of Daniel
Perryman, a 23-year -old
senior, during a Kappa
Alpha Psi fund-raising dance
on March 24.
The incident reportedly
took place after Level’
refused to pay the 50-cent
admission charge to the
and
Perryman
dance.
another door attendant
exchanged words with Levell

Journal deadline set
Deadline for manuscripts
newest
SJSU’s
for
publication --"San Jose
Studies"will be Sept. 15,
according to its editor. Dr.
Arlene Okerlund.
Articles from all fields

which might interest the
inforned non-specialist will
be considered, she added.
Manuscripts should be
sent in triplicate to Adm.
Bldg. room 174.

411

John H. Bunzel
Turning to the subject of
tenure, Bunzel rejected any
rigid quotas, but said he
considered SJSU at the
"peril point." Bunzel stated
81 per cent of the faculty is
tenured or on the tenure
track. He said it is "prudent
to try to perserve a
reasonable mix of tenured
and non -tenured faculty.

which led to Perryman
sustaining a large facial
laceration and the loss of one
tooth during the attack.
After leaving the scene
Levell fled toward Ninth
Street pursued by a group of
men bent on his capture, it
was reported.. Levell successfully evaded the men by
firing one revolver shot at
them, though no one was hit.
He was arrested five days
later after being identified
by a student.
Although Leven is considered an adult under
California law Superior
James
Judge,
Court
Duvaras, exercised his
option to sentence him to the
CYA instead of state prison

SJSU stuuents can mia easier for students to get
receive birth control ser- _birth control," said Dr.
vices through the student Gerald Turley, associate
health center formerly a director of the Health
separate clinic provided Center.
Janice Osborn, Women’s
these service.
The Health Center staff Center coordinator has a
will dispense birth control different viewpoint of the
devices during the clinic’s consolidation.
Ms. Osborn said, tThe
regular hours Monday
through Thursday 8 a.m. to Birth Control Center as it
4:15 p.m. and students can stood is wiped out. There’s
appointments only one woman doctor and
make
no full-time gynecologists.
beginning Oct. 7.
Dr. Elizabeth Leel is in The Health Center will pick
charge of the four member up scattered people wanting
committee devising ways to
make it easier for students to
obtain birth control devices.
The regular staff of the
Health Center will provide
birth control services and
one paret-time gynecologist
will be available for consultation on any problem
cases.
Pap smears for bit th
control methods will be $3.00.
Pills will be 81.50 per cycle
and diaphrams will cost
83.00. Women wishing IUD’s
will be referred to outside
doctors, but IUD’s will not be
offered by the Health Center.
There will be optional rap
sessions conducted by Oscar
Battle, health educator and
staff doctor. These sessions
will consist of individual
discussions with audio visual
aids.
"Now that it’s going to be
available for days a week, I
think it wil probably be

birth control devices but the
people won’t be getting the
THE ORIGINA1
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counselling the Birth Control
Center offered.
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New coach, new season
for Spartan gymnasts
The Spartans have added a
new face to the intercollegiate coaching ranks
with the appointment of
Richard Chew, a SJSU
alumni, who will guide the
gymnastics team in the 197475 season.
Chew, who was an allaround performer during his
competition years at SJSU,
has returned to coach a team
in what will be a very tough
season.
"On paper, the team looks
very promising with a
situation where there is a
nucleus for a very good
season," said Chew.
Some of the top gymnasts
returning include Ken
Linney, PCAA and Western
Regional floor exercise
champ, and John Cameron,
PCAA All-Around champ.
This will be the second
time Linney has worked
under Chew. In the middle
1960’s, Linney practiced for
the coach at a local YMCA

several new all-around
players including transfer
Mike Grim, and Marty
Sharpe from the Santa Clara
Youth Village.
Adding to the problems of
the new job, Chew and his
team will have to learn the
new compulsory routines
which will go into effect this
year.
"In some cases, it (the
routines) is looked on as a
sign of relief compared to
last year,"said Chew. "Some
gymnasts took four years to
master some of the moves in
the old compulsories.
"There are some tricky
moves and some tough
moves,’ continued Chew.
Richard Chew
"We didn’t expect it to be a
gravy train."
There are also several
gymnastic program. Linney changes in the PCAA which
described his coach as should help the gymnastics
program including the
"tough and organized."
combining of the PCAA
The Spartan gymnastic Championships with the
team is bolstered with Western Regionals.

Soccer team scores
3-2 win over alumni
The quality of SJSU soccer
showed
a
strong
inprovement over the summer
as the soccer varsity team
marked a 3-2 season opener
win over a tough alumni
squad.
In the first game of the last
spring’s practice game
schedule,
the
varsity
challenged the alumni’s and
the game ended in a 1-1 tie.
Last Saturday’s game
opened with the Alums
scoring the first and only
goal of the first half.
The varsity came b«"Ic in
the second half with Ken
Davis, Tony Rosa and Louie
lbarra scoring three different goals to put the
varsity over.
The Alums scored only one
other goal in the game with
Phil Galioto, in the second
half, firing a ball into the
varsity net with 14 minutes
left in the game.
The 1974 soccer varsity

is primarily a senior team
and is starting to show some
real confidence in scoring
goals, said SJSU soccer
coach Julie Menendez.
Menendez said he has a
real scoring threat with such
players as Rosa, Ibarra, Joe
Garroto, freshman Joe
Salerno and transfer John
Smillie.
The 1974 season for- the
soccer varsity is going to be
a real challenge with two
scheduled
tournaments
against such teams as Cal
State Fullerton, NCAA
Division II runnerup team,
St.
Louis
University,
defending NCAA Championship team, UCLA, Santr
Clara University and the
University of San Francisco.
"Our guys will have to be
at their very best every
game,"said Menendez.
Menendez’s Junior Varsity
soecer team looks promising
with 14 "cream of the local

high school" players on a 14
game J.V. schedule.
The incoming players are
almost good enough to make
the varsity but its to their
advantage to play one year
in the J.V. squad, said
Menedez.
The soccer varsity has
three more games before the
conference contests begin
with the second confrontation scheduled for this
Sunday at Spartan Stadium
Portugese
against the
Athletic Club.
The Portugese team has
been one of the strongest
teems in the area winning
the Amateur Cup Championships of California, said
Menedez.
The game is scheduled for
2 p.m. with a preliminary
match with the Spartan J. V.
squad pitted against the
Portugese second team at
noon.
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